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"Snow, it's such a pity that someone as beautiful as you are about to die! I don't want to kill you! However, I'll be the dead one if

you don't die!" Gordon said regretfully.

He always regretted never being able to touch Snow!

He wanted to take the chance to take advantage of Snow to make up for his past regrets!

Yet, at that moment, Snow witnessed him killing Darius. There was no way he could allow Snow to live!

Furthermore, he needed to kill Snow as quickly as possible to frame Leon. After that, he needed to figure out a way to lure Leon

out!

"You're shameless! Gordon, you sly and despicable man. I won't forgive you even if I have to haunt you as a ghost!" Snow

looked at Gordon furiously.

"I see you're still stubborn in the face of death! Since you're so intent on dying, I will grant you your wish! Say hi to Darius for

me!" Gordon sneered.

After that, he wasted no time in unleashing an immense attack at Snow, preparing to kill Snow on the spot!

"Oh no!"

Facing Gordon's attack, Snow felt the fear of death for the first time in her life. She paled as her heart completely sank.

Her power was sealed away, and all the protection Leon gave her was already spent!

She could only watch as Gordon attacked her, not having any way to fight back at all!

If nothing else happened, she would die!

With that in mind, she lost all hope in her heart!

She knew that she had no way to fight back, so she shut her eyes and prepared to die!

She had no other choice!

Yet, just as she lost all hope, a miracle happened!

"Stop!"

An angry shout was heard at that moment.

Right after that, two figures appeared right at the door.

It was Leon and Iris!

Leon was shocked to see Gordon about to kill Snow.

He did not delay things for a single moment as he shot out three needles and flew right for Gordon's vital points!

"What?" Gordon was incredibly shocked when he felt the attack coming for him!

He knew very well that, if he continued to attack Snow, he would be able to kill Snow. However, he would be hit on the back and

would die as well!

So, he did not even think about it as he rolled over and barely avoided the attack!

Taking the chance, Leon quickly pulled Iris over and appeared in front of Snow incredibly quickly, shielding Snow behind him.

"Leon, it's you!"

Snow opened her eyes when she felt that the situation changed.

When she saw that Leon and Iris appeared, she was completely shocked. She felt incredibly happy!

She thought that she was going to be dead, and he was even prepared to die!

Yet, she never expected that Leon would appear like that at the most important moment, showing up in front of her miraculously!

It was obvious how happy and emotional she was!
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